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THE CORRALITOS OBSERVATORY PROGRAM
FOR THE DETECTION OF
LUNAR TRANSIENT PHENOMENA
J. Allcn Hynek, J. R. Dunlap, and Elaine Marie Hendry
Northwestern UniversitY
INTRODUCTION
Lunar transient phenomena (LTD's) have been
reported since 1540, and reports have been particu-
larly numerous in the ntid-20th century. Interest in
the suspected lunar transient events was heightened
by the proposed NASA lunar landing program;
definitive confirmation and a scietititic study of these
reported changes became necessar y in tire pursuit of
the Apollo program. There were numerous sug-
gestions on how an active watch for LTP's might be
conducted. For instance. it was suggested that the
Sinitlisonian Moonwatch program, which involved
several hundred volunteer teams, be employed in
watching for lunar phenomena. However, it became
clear that interest among amateur groups would be
very likely to lag if LTP's did riot appear with some
frequency. The rewards in the ongoing Moonwatch
program had been that practically every evening the
observers saw a satellite and made significant obser-
vations.
There were additional reasons to pursue a program
of search for LTP's. Quoting from the President's
message to Congress of January_7, 1965,
The program was initiated to develop instruments to detect
extraterrestrial resources indicated b y
 transient clients oil the
lunar surface. The objective is the autonlanc 1:etec• tion and
analysis of lunar phenomena such as red colored spots syhich
were sighted in 1963. Scientific analysts of such phenomena
may indicate energy sources on the lunar surface ss Inch may
be exploited.
Thus, both from the standpoint of the conduct of tare
Apollo program and the possibility of new natural
resources, it seemed wise to conduct an LTP program.
It was early realized. largely through discussions
between Dr. Urner Liddcl. Dr. J. ,Men Hynek. and
several colleagues, that an amateur approach to this
problem, for instance using organized groups of
amateur astronomers, would not be adequate. Con-
sequently, in December 1963, a professional. NASA-
supported program for LTP observations was pro-
posed.
A specific proposal for a professional program for
surveillance of the lunar surface in search of LTP's
was submitted to NASA in January 1964 with Dr.
Hynek as principal investigator. It was planned to use
i mage conversion techniques employing image
orthicons that had been developed at Northwestern
University's observatory in New Mexico and Success-
fully applied there to several astronomical problems—
particularly those requiring observations of short,
real-time variations. Accordingly NASA grant
NsG-497 was awarded (in July, retroactive to June 1.
1964) to initiate the surveillance program.
It was originally planned to locate the telescope at
Organ Mountain Station, N. Mex., where North-
w•est^rn's observatory was located. I lowever, inabilit}
to acquire the necessary additional land, coupled with
increasingly adverse observing conditions, such as
lights at the White Sands Missile Range nearby, led to
the search for a more suitable site. The site chosen
was on Federal land in the Corralitos Ranch, near the
intersection of the Sleeping Lady Hills and the Rough
and Ready Hills, 4pproxiniately ' 1 road miles from
Las Cruces. N. Mex. initial tests of the sky darkness,
wind velocity, weather conditions. and quality of
stellar seeing disks indicated that the Corralitos site
was superior in each respect (l) the Organ Mountain
Station site. not only for this new program but fur
other astronomical applications.
The primary instrument used in the lunar program
was a '4-in. .1 7 20 Cassegrainian telescope, construct-
ed originally by Ferson Optics, Inc. The choice of this
diameter for t' a telescope represented an optinii-
_A
zzition of three factors: optical resolution, ligltt-
gathering power, :old the effects of atmospheric
distortion. With a 24-in. telescope, it is possible to
gather enuuglt light to permit a matching of the
orthicon resolution to the theoretical resolution of
the system by using enlarging projection optics. Also.
integration times of as short as I/I00th of a second
and shorter may be used oil objects. The
instillment was housed in a 16- by 20-ft cement block
building which supported a 16 ft Ash Dome. (See
figs. I and 2.)
The image orthicon system was designed and built
at the Dearborn Observatory, under the primary
direction of W. T. Powers, after the technical staff
found that no 141itable coninlerciall`: avail.!Ht- it1 a r
orthicon system was acceptable and that commercial
development of such a television chain would greatly
exceed the project budget. The final form of the
image orthicon apparatus oil telescope and the
main control board are shows ► in Figures 3 and 4.
There were several reasons for using an image-
orthicon-based detection system: first, image con-
version incorporates one of the most important
aspects of visual observations: the abilit y to utilize
moments of best seeing; second. hi gh resolution
pictures of the Moon approaching the theoretical
resolution of the optical system and rivaling those in
the Kuiper Lunar Atlas call obtained with such a
system. Only a sensitive detector such as an image
orthicon can combine very short integration times
with high magnification to produce results that are
not limited in resolution by factors of scanning
pattern and in which the effects of even fairly bad
seeing are minimized. Finally, a telc%istun system can
be adjusted to act much as a photographic emulsion
of arbitrary "eamtna." Thereby, small differences in
contnist call accentuated and the detection of
detail becomes nearl y
 independent of lighting con-
ditions (e.g., at full Moon). allowing features to he
detected on the tClCViSi0ll monitor that would not he
seen by a visual observer because of his limited ability
to vary contrast.
The completely transistorized image orthicon
cam
 em, with its associated sweep output circuits and
preamplifier. was mounted directly oil telescope.
Ilcal-generating components, including the observer
himself. were located in a lower control room, totally
isolated from the telescope an important
consideration in optimizing resolution and astro-
nomical seeing.
RF T1oT)UCIBTTJTY OF THE
ORIGINAL . IS Pot)!',
BeCaUsC the observations of the television monitor
were made visually to detect possible transient
phenomena in real time, it was essential to minimize
the effects of scan lines. This was accomplished by
sequential scanning. The circuits were adjusted to
provide a synchrunization instability with the
680-line sequential scan, which gave a different
number of lines on successive scans and was found to
give superior definition. Laboratory and in-the-field
testing proved that the overall stability of the system
was quite exceptional. No two followin g scans had
the same number of lines, although all were only a
few lines different from the standard rate. One of the
greatest problems of electronic scanning systems—the
necessity for very frequent read iustmentc Of the beam
and do level, target voltage, and dynode potentials to
obtain uptinuun results—was largely eliminated.
The Corralitos Observatory was formally dedicated
on October 12. 1 965,  and a progranl , of continuing
observation of the Moon, visually through color
filters and by auxiliary photography, was begun
October 27, 1965, under Justus R. Dunlap as the
Chief Observer of the Corralitos Observatory.
Although the building had been completed in
January 1965, because of delays in funding the grant
the Ferson Company sold the telescope that initially
was scheduled for the project and had to build a new
one. Some mechanical difficulties developed with this
instrunlcnt because of the .mall size of the
declination axle. causing considerable mechanical
instability in the telescope. The axle was replaced
^%itll added logistic delays.
Ill beginning a rotating color wheel was
constructed by Dunlap utilizing three color filters
(interference filters with dielectric coatings laminated
hetween optical glass) with spectral transmission
ranges of 3500 to 4600. 4600 to 6000. and 6000
to 8000 d and several neutral density filters. The
neutral density filters were used to compensate for
the differences in sensitivity of the image Orthicon
cathode to the red and blue portions of the spectrum.
This compensation was important, particularly when
the variable atmospheric transmission as the Moon
neared the horizon had to be taken into account. At
such times, the red image intensity increased with
respect to the blue and without compensation, a false
color change would hav;; ht, Observed. The filter
wheel has a Is cycle during which the red, visual, and
blue filters were each in positiOn successively for
one-half-second periods. More rapid alternation of the
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Figure 1. Observatory buildin g housing the Corralitos 24-in. telescope and orthicon system.
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I tgure 3. the image orthicon camera and associated cicr
ironies in place on the telescope.
filters would not have allowed lime for the image
Orthicon target to he erased between images.
Front its initiation, the observational program was
carried out by a team of four observers under the
supervision of Justus Dunlap. The Moon was observed
continuously durin g the hums of darkness, as it
passed front 7° above the eastent horizon to 7° above
the western horizon. Two observers, one a senior
observer, remained oil at all tunes, regardless of
predicted weather. Thi. allowed ntaxinnnil use of
senticlear as well as clear nights. Even mediocre skies
with light uniform haze permitted lunar surveillance
allhough a photometric progran. would have been
inoperable. Observers spelled each other in periods of
20 min. The field of view of 6 by 6 arcmin was
displayed on the monitor itself on a c)- by 9-in.
screen. One line pair thus corresponded to slightly
more than one-half second of arc. Seated approxi-
mately 2 to 3 it in front of the monitor, the observer
systenialically scanned successive portions of the
Figure 4.-The control panel of the 24-in. electru-optical
system.
Moon, allowing several alternations of the red, visual.
and blue filters for each feature. Although each
Observer surveyed the entire surface of the Moon.
frequent attention was given to features that were
considered most likely to show change, such as areas
of Aristarchus and Alphonsus. The observer worked
outward front central feature in a "square spiral" t0
the perimeter of the field chile using a reasonahle
amount of overlap. If a change was suspected,
photographs were immediately taken of the monitor
screen with one of the two cameras available, it
35-nun Praktica and a Hasselhlad of larger formal.
Control photographs of the monitor screen were
taken periodically for both record purposes and to
keep the observes in practice should a lunar e\ent
occur. Representative photographs demonstrating the
resolution attainable with Ute electru-optical system
are shown in fi g ures ^ and 6. A continuing, observa-
tional log was also kept tJuoughout the program.
Several image orthicon tubes with a variety of
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Figure 5.—Schroter's Valley as seen with the orthicon system.
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Figure 6. Coperimus is ven %k itli the orthicon system.
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photocathodes were available to the lunar surveillance
program. Air photocathode was used as the
primary image orthicon tube lift the 4 months of the
Ye-'­ when unstahle suntntcrtinlc :atmospheric con-
ditions would hamper more than two-color blinking.
This photocathode was used b"mrse its spectral
response extends 600 A further inrc the near infrared
than fit , ,. human eye, the "instrument" generally used
fur reporting suspected LTP's. Although the sensi-
tivity of the photocathode at these longer wave-
leng*bs is quite low, it was compensated by lire gain
i,,iaerent in the image orthicon s y stem. which allowed
useful information to be obtained at those wave-
lengths. Under the more stable atmospheric con-
ditions of the rest of the vear, the system employed
an S-20 photocathode, which had a response of 3000
t `15nu A. 0 . a minor imbalance of the three
images occurred, and this was compensated for with
the appropriate neutral density filters. Average seeing
conditions permitted a pr tical resolution of ? aresec
of the lunar surface. ::id occasional good seeing
permitted resolution of I aresec or even better.
When the Moon was not in view and weather
conditions permitted. the telescope-orthicon system
was fully pro-' lmed for a supernova search. This
research, which interfered in no way with the lunar
surveillance program, will be referred to later in this
report.
Interest in the detection of possible LTP's re-
mained high anong amateur astronomy groups and
was, in fact, stimulated by the existence of a
professional program. A rather interesting group of
amateur astronomers who wire also "radio hams"
combined their two amateur interests by exchanging
their reports of Iunar observations in real tune by
radio. This relatively large group. called file Argos
Astro-Net, made generally sporadic observations that
were concentrated at the crescent and first quarter
phases when the Moon was available for early evening
observations. Their observations were .arefully moni-
tored, using if _'B shortwave receiver. Starting
in February 06 6, the Corralitos observing staff
regularly monitored tiac Argos Astrto-Nct and many of
the conversations were failed. A large number of
events that were reported were inunediatrly checked
by the Corralitus s(aff. The results of attempted
confirmations of these and other events appear in
t,ahle ? On the next section of this report).
To better nionilor the changes reported by
amateur groups. the Corralitus stall undertook a
regular prugrant of inl"rared observations of ihr lunar
surf -ace, concurrent with the primary three color
monitoring, in January 1066. This appeared to be a
very promising method of detecting highly localized
thermal changes oil Moon that might not have
corresponding visual changes. A second television
camera was constructed with an S-1 phutocathudc
and a spectral response of* 300 to 10 H00 R. All
wavelengths shorter than 8000 A were removed from
this system by the means of art filter.
This image orthicon and a separate optical system of -
5-in. aperture were hoth mounted on the tube of the
24-in. telescope. The inhaled auxlllary s y stelll, wluch
had a field of 1 0 , presented the entire lunar disk on a
separate monitor on the control panel. If air
event had occurred. it would have been racily visible
as a bright spot oil monitor, and the primary
clectru-optical train would have been directed to the
position of the event fior detailed observations in
other wavelength regions.
Because many of the Astno-Net reports pertained
to activity on lire dark (Earth-lit ) portion of the fume
surface. Ili, lunar surveillance program was Further
extended in March 1966. While the S-10 and S-20
phutoc:uhudes were of suflicirntly high sensi!ivity
arid resolution I'm the Sun-lit surface, another image
orthicon tube of hi gher sensitivit y was used each
month over the 7-day period centered oil Moon
to permit observing and pholographing lire I•arth-lit
portion. Despite the faintness of this region, photo-
graphs were easily obtainable in yellow light with
integration limes as short as 1/30th of a second. Am
example of the results attainable is shown in figure 7.
To extend the period of observation of file Moon
each night, a series of diaphragms was added to the
24-in. telescope to permit continued observing when
the Moon was only '_° to 30 above the horizon.
Astro-Nct activities were higli at this time. The
amateurs were reporting events, and the Corralitus
stafT also checked their reports by many observations
with a I2-in.f/16 Cassegram, a 5-in.J/IS refract Ur,
and a 10-in. Maksutov telescope, all located at the
Corralitus site.
In June 1966, extensive review was made by the
technical staff of the feasibility of chan6ing the image
orthicon readout system. 7 he -original image orthicon
chain underwent modifications at this time that did
resell in an optimiiation of system stability and a
significant increase in gain. Wide this was being dune.
ihr leasibilit,, of increasing the red-blue blink rate
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Figure 7. A portion of the Earth-ht lunar surface as seen sk nh the orthicon system.
was extensively investigated. II was concluded that a
second 1denntk:al image orthicon camera should be
added so that two identical cameras, one equipped
wilh a red filter and the other with a blue filter, cuuld
be tied into the same control circuitry. By means of a
beans-splitting, device and switching circuitry, it
would Then be possible to present first a red And then
a blue picture to the visual monitor at a hlink rate of
1/20th of a s"oncl since the scan rate ul the cameras
was to lie 20 frames per ucond. Approval was
granted for further research into This modification
proposal and construction was begun on a working
model.
Relocation of the Organ Mountain Observatory
i:: Irumentation and telescope was totally completed
ill 1 907 when Northwestern University received
the title to file It-0-acts tract of land at Curralitos
Observatory from the Wpaurnnent of the Interior.
The relocated system became operational on June 15,
1967. The completion col the lestiny and alinement of
this second telescope :rt Ille Corra kilos site provided a
supplemental de, ction system and backup for the
lunar patrol.
The lirst significant observational event of the
lunar patrol occurred oil 21-22, 1967. The
C'orralitos staff found the blue image of the Moon
anomalously bright: this was I irst thought to he
ascribable to limm luminescence ill 	 near ullra-
violet (described ill 	 latet Ili this report).
The two-camera system was completed early in
1968 and underwent considerable testing, both in the
labmatO FN and in the held at ( - unaliUts. II bc'ialne
apparent that additional circuit modifications were
necessa* to provide linearity adjustments and high
gain video amplifiers. Ohk• rvalional tests al Conalitos
showed Ihal mechanical matching of the image
orthicon r rbes was essential for display linearity and,
hence, a balanced blinking effect.
JusteM. Dunlap wars appointed Resident Director ill
the Conalitos Observatory tit 19(ih and con-
tinued his supervision of the field .ictivities of the
lunar surveillance program.
Modifications to the mill camera systcnr Here
completed in August 196h: it was returned to
Curralitus for testing purposes and results showed
that previous problems of video gain tier preamplificr
7
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optinuia:ion had been overcome. flowever, the
mechanical and sensitivity mismatching of the
cameras winained and sit it was not incorporated into
the active system. Mechanical matching was improved
by the addition of waveform corrections to one of
the cameras and by the use of" selected matching
image orthicon tubes. Two such tithes, one a GE
7514 and the other a GE 7535, were obtained in June
1965. 'F lie former had an S-20 photocathode and the
latter an S-10 photocathode surface, which were to
be used in the "red" and "blue" cameras, respec-
tively. The use of the tubes with the different
photocathodes, though necessitated by budgetary
consideratiom, wLs ideal from the standpoint of
spectral respol.
Unforftutaleiv while thin spectral responses were
ideal, the sir' . i • ities OI the two different phuto-
cathodes were nut sul'licienlly well matched to
provide accur-t blinking. The major difficulty was
found to be ih • nonunitor m sensitivity across the
photocathode surfaces, a problem that was com-
pounded when these tubes were used in the high-
resolution Corralitos program, which emphasized the
dissimilaritie < between any two tubes. Therefore, it
seemed unlikely that the two-camera system could he
developed to much a point where it would replace the
original output display syslenl, and with c011"IdClable
reluctance It was not Incorpulated into the active
observing program.
In May 1969, a complete p oling thin. Casse-
grainian optical system was acgtflied to replace the
12-in, telescope brought front Organ Mountain Sta-
tion. The larger aperture and higher y11:dity Optics
proved a worthy complement of the primary surveil-
lance system and wcle also used extens;vely to
develop image orthicon techntolues for planetary
studies.
Fxperience had shown that obse rvations Of the
Moon when It was too near to cithel hon/onl %etc of
little value as lung atmos pheric p.uhs caused nlurked
color imbalances, with the red images being grossly
enhanced over the blue. making detection of any
actual 101or cllallgC 1l01l} Illlpu^mlhle. 111CIC101C.
instead of observing the Moon front the lithe w1mi it
was 70 above tyre eastern horiion to 7 0 above the
western horinm, st:uting Ncemher 1. 1970, this
limit w:IS changed to 100 In 1 2 " loot each him/on
Alm- at this time, greater emphasis was placed on the
observations of critical areas such as Arislarclim and
Alphonsus and on the terminator regions rather than
Table I. Ac •tuall" i, Fulh Operational Man-Ruurs of
Obserrhig Time With the Primary• 1:Yectru4)luic•al
System
PC  lod III ^ludc,i	 I	 Ilourc
Oct. 27 to Nuv. 30. 1965 240
Dec. 1, 1965, to May 31, 1966 560
June I to Nov. 30, 1966 4141
Ikc. I, 1966, to Ntay 31. 1967 550
June I to Nov. 30. 1967 450
Dec. I, 1967, to May 31, 1968 5141
June I to Nov. 30, 1968 5611
Dec. 1, 1968, to May 31, 1969 740
June I to Nov. 30, 1969 622
Dec. I, 1969, to May 31, 1970 550
June I to Nov. 30, 1970 368
Dec. 1, 1970, to May 31. 1971 450
June I to Nov. 30, 1971 224
Dec. 1, 1971, to Apr. 26. 1972 252
focal 6466
giving essentially equal time to all areas of the Moon.
The entire Munn was still surve y ed several times
during each observing session.
In late 1 0 70, the gain of the image orthicon
system was significantly increased by the use Of a new
high-gain, low-noise. wide-handpass amplifier with
remotely controlled implilkation. The tcnu,te con
trul permitted maintenance of a large output signal
Over a wide range of light levels, thus minimizing
pickup noise in the canlel,l cable. The nlaxinunn
usable voltage gain was about 00, cOrtesp-lndnlg to a
I•V output signal For a I -µA input signal.
As no LTP's within the detection capahilities of
the Corlalitos instmunent,ltion had been detected
over an extended period and the Apollo Manned
Lunar Landing pro gram had come to an end. em-
phasis was removed lions the constant lunat surveil-
lance proglant. Alihougli the last nightly routine
observations were made April '0, 197', occa%imlal
observations of areas c risideied next likel y to show
Change'. were made (111111 1)eie1uhe1 1 9 72. A detailed
account of a_:ual ratan-hours of uhservations with the
primary cleotrno - Optical syslenl is given m 1.I11c I
SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS
Ikspitc the extensive and detailed program fur the
detection of LTP's, no cola ► or feature changes
within the detection capabilities of the institinlen-
t,Illon were observed on the lunar surlacr within the
r
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period of surveillance. With the 24-in. reflector. tinder
good seeing conditions, the observing staff would
have been able to detect distinct changes occupying
somewhat more Ulan I aresec oil lunar surface.
Control observations of other objects (such as the
hands ill Jupiter) indicated that file system wi%
capable of detecting relatively mblor color changes.
Laboratory tests showed that a 5-pe-icenl change of
intensity in any 100-A bandwidth was easily delect-
able by all Visual observations of the
Intmitor screen were continuous, supplemented by
plimographs of the readout for frequent record
rurposes. Sonic 45 000 photographs, 15 000 tit
of the three colors, were obtained.
1 hcrefore, one must reexamine the superahun-
dance of amalem reports of color and alhedo
phenomena. It soon became the consensus aniong the
observing staff members that the majority of Astro-
Net reports of surface brightening% were the effects of
variable seeing conditions, particularly after the visual
observer at Curtalitus noted just such a hriglltening
near Anslarchus on April '_t,. 1966. Lxamination of
this area with the primary orthicon chain proved the
"hrighteninp- fu have been a small hrigJll cralet that,
because of image excursion, blended into the sur-
rounding area most ill the tittle. Occasion.dly the
seeing would stabilise and allow it to he resolved,
resulting in all hriglltening ut the area. This
effect would undoubtedly be more pronounced with
file smaller instruments utilised by the Astri-Net
observers.
there also ippearcd Ill •a definite correlation
between observations at iuw lunar altinidcs (300
horizon distance or less) and LTl`% as reported by the
Astro-Net personnel. This suggests the prohahility
that most of their reports were of incidents cicated
by local atmospheric conditions.
Table 2 Illustrates the lug of LTP's, reported by
various sources, and file status of file Curralitus
cleclro-optical sy stem inmillar as C' 1t 'Imnation is
concerned. Many of the reports were mcutdcd in
articles by enter Middlchurst 11 068) rat Cameron
( 1972) or real-lion• Aslro-Nei reports. The Conalitos
staff could not confirm a single talc ill these
observations. It must he recognised dial the visual
observations by anialeum were with sn ►allet inslru-
nlerrts 111.111 those availahe at the Curralitus facilities
and that the y did not have available the abilit y to
vary the conillall as Could be duple it Conahtos,
which was of great assistance in checking the icality
of suspected ch.,
 nges. The fact r emains that, wing far
better equipment lit systematic scheduled con-
tinuous program of observation, not a single event
that was reported could he confitttaed.
It is of interest to obtain a perspective of the
relative nierit% of the programs by comparing the
Curralitus and the Moon-Blink and Astro-Net pro-
grams because they are similar in concept. The
Curralitus observers worked with far greater telescope
apertures than the amaleur groups. This is all
 point since perhaps the most respected reports of
limar change% are those of Greenacre and BaR In late
1063. Their observations were made with a 24-in.
telescope and confirmed with the Pcikim Observa-
tory	 69-in.	 reflector.	 I low ever,	 their reported
phenomenon was quite invisible tit
	 6-in. tinder
telescope and smaller instruments.
Another important point is file location front
which the uhservaliom wcrc made. The maturily of
the Moon-Blink observer were p ocalcd at or neat
sea level, tit near laage cities. Oil othet band.
the Curralitus site is quite exceptional and easily
ranks highly among Aniciic.m observalorie% in hoth
excellence of seeing conditions and the number of
observable hours tluouglout the year.
The observing moliod of file Curralitus operation
obviously was supetim to that ill Iltc Moon-Blink and
Astnt-Net programs. Ohservatitm% wcrc carried out h^
viewing the TV immilor screen tatter than thnmigh
tle telescope eyepiece. Because file cameras were•
pcttnam ntly mounted of II e Conalifos monitors.
photographic records could he (and were) made
simultaneousl y to confirn tle visual ohurvalions.
Nearly instanl.nteous photographic capabilities were
not available at the Moott-fllink or Astro-Net stations.
The filter system of the Moon -Blink observers con-
sisted of two rapidly rotating filters in the optical
path Wr.ittcn gelatin litters nos. 21 ► and 4 .3A. As they
were not momttcd tit glass, their nonuniform
surfaces IMIllitcd constant excursion of tle visual
image, contthuting greatl y to unstable inlages and
eyestrain. finally, none ut Ile Maur-Blink or Astru-
Net stations surpassed file supportive facilities of
Curralitus.
Although exact counts ate not available, the filial
number ill lours spent ill either of the two amateur
programs surveying file Moon pnrhahly was much less
than tle total number of hours spent at Coiralilos
although many Moon -Blink and Astru-Net stations
were in operation mmultaiwously.
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The first instance ^f an unusual phenomenon
observed through( life Corralilos eleklo) -optical •y%-
tenl occurred early in 1 1 107. An enhanced lunar
Intensity was recorded on April 21 and 22, 1907, by
the Corralitos staff. This pllcl1m11enon Incurred 46 1-
x_' Itr More the total lunar eclipse of April 24,
1907. [vidence out a UV excess was apparent at the
start Ill the oh%crving session, at a plittwximatcly 2:30
UT. on April 21. 190, when file luminosity padient
fanged IYonl 0 pelccnt at the Iclminator to ZU
pelccnt at the suhsular point ttt the ilhuuinated limb
of the Moon, relative Iki the red and %isual inlagg•s.
This condition persist--d Ihroughoul tllc night 1111111
apploxinlately o):3(1 I I T, ant the Munn was only
C	 1 .1 °b ,,	 II	 .I,	 I ,	 ,I,.IV
	
i t)
	 ,I ki%% 1 I. ' Or l/nII N tut I I. a III( I"l Ili. Ip11r 3 . The [)hung ,n Matr Ncaan. m Ihr I,lu: y..u.d
altentualllnl had so n• duced the blue Image that the 	 region.
plogram was terminated due to bad seeing. Oil the
second night's observation of this even(. conditions
were alnlkisl identical, with cleat skies thlurlghnut the
mtghl but `%fill Ills blue images nI %% %ho%%ing appfoxi-
mately a 10 percent increase over the visual and red
images at file terminator and increasing to 25 to 30
percent at t;^ •, suhsnlal point. On April 23. 1007, the
UV excess had completel y disappcmed, rendering a
well-balanced and stable Ilrtee-color picture.
Although the bandpass of the blue filter ranlws Irons
3700 to 4 1 )00 A. it is logicai to assume that the excess
occurred at a wavelcnglh shorter Than 400 A. as no
excessive hitting could he detected visually will
optical aid. As file luminosity gradient ranged limn
30 pelccnt kill the blight limb lit file Moon to 11
petcew on the tcllminator. this should have been
apparent visuall y it file wavelength were longer Iliac
3000 A. Figmes H tllouglt 10 I l lustrate the blillllg	 I leutc 9.	 the bluln; ui M
' jT1 \:...I;i ;n ;li•,	 i••.,I1A
rani.
etlect.
-
.xarrllllatlnlls of file eleetttinic, filter, :Illd .Iptical
systems showed molung unusual. On April 20, 1467,
the three-color lillcl %yslcnl had been fount to he
well balanced thloughoul the moil's observing
su»iun. 1 herelotc, the possibility of an equipment
nlallttnction %%as filled out. Observations of this
bluing phcnuinenon were coincidental %%-fill file Lyrid
meteor shower and also a forest lire in the Lincoln
National Forest, IOU Iniles east of the Cortalitos
Observatory . however, neither Ill these events mere
Thought to have pluduced file [)filing. The energy
Ieyuirclnents necessary Ili pnlduce the efte '.t could
col have ' ,cen Imo by file nlelcm shower. Smoke
tlaie was ruled nut he.attx photometric measure% oh
the sky background several degrees away froth file
Moon showed no evidence of visual or red attenu-
allon, Siplill.alll skilal Illdgneti% Slutrll a%tl%11% %%•is
i
10
iIt
n' ' teporicd in the days preceding life event tit create
increased lunar hnllinescence in the near W con-
tinuum. If, in last, file lunar Itiminewence was
indigenous to Ihr Moon, a possible source of ex-
citation In considrt might he found in Ihr concentra-
tion of:harged particles, trapped in the tail of Iarth's
ntagncnsphere. as the Moon passed through. Ilow-
C%er, it is douhtlnl Thal sulli:ient cnctg) Could he
developed in this tttattncr to pto,du:e file grncral
bluing ohscrved. The cause of the general bluing is,
Own. unknown. and it nlay sell he son)• a, yet
undrtrnnined lcrreslrial ;11111osphrtC OTCO. It doses
seem most unlikely that Ihr crime Moon would have
become bluer in response to a hona fide Irnar surlace
phrno11u•non.
On Deixinher 7, 1968, shortly alter full Moon, a
distinct hitting was detected by the Corralil)s ob-
serving slafl around the craters Aristarchus. Kepler.
and Copernicus.	 elle:: being strongest at
Anstarchus. It several da,s. A :a ► clul chr,k
was made ill tit I;t cc-color blink system and image
orthicon chin. Examination ill Ihr record photo-
graphs showed about a it ► per:rnl ch inge in infcnsi(y
%tith the blue filter as :onlpalcd %.fill file other two
filters, explainable )illy in part by the ledmiyee used
in pholographing the monitor, a nu•1110d analogous t)
the "stacking .. ill negatives lil h y ing )let additional
details. ht early January 1969. and )n several other
occasiolls (11111Y staicd in table 2), during the san)r
lunar phase and under the samc lighting conditions.
the %.tine phenomenon wa, ;Again detected at
Cotralitos. This is Iutfhct rvidrn:e that it was not :I
sy stcnlic Condition. While this blue excess has mill
been :omitted che%thcre. the stall knows of no
organiied attempt at (utside. confirmation. Altr11)pfs
1) correlate the hlne exccs^ %%flit solar a:livity and
with several other factors, to seek out pt)ssible
periodi:ilies. sere Ituille%s. However. at the time% of
observation. the till] M01111 aplxan• d al Ihr Ix,int in
ih orbit svhi:ll was file most northerly of any tittle
within the )h"milig program alld Ihewl(1re wa%
observed tlu(1ugh the (cast aumass. Conset]ucntly it
would appeal h]oct than Mien observed almig longer
palldengths. Thi, may explain why the leat. , res of
highc,t alhedo, namely Arist:o:hu.. Keplei. nd
Copcnri:us, showed the greatest hluu!g.
A note of explanation cont.cming table 2 is in
order. The hull, of amateur observations ill LTI",,
were reported h) I Q(,O and 1967. the number
diminishing rapidly allemald and linall^ reaching the
point where no observations of LTP's carne to Ihr
attention of the Cil ► ralitos stall during 1971 and
1 9 72. This reflected an increasing di'liflt IC,l .111)(1119
amatcm lunar )hservrn due. tit, d(iubt, t) file lark of
professional om ilmauon of' Ihci ► reports and also u,
the termination ol' the Apollo program. I ven
tngalliicd a111.11Cur I° ,up, ,t, t as the Atl'us A,Uo-
Net had terminated then lunar )hwtving progt:un,
and returned to their primar% interest ill radio
c(1nununi:aliun.
Tehle2. Log of Corraliros Efforts toConfirmKryt,trredl./'/'
11rtr	 I	 Report	 C,nr.dllu,
1466, f an. 2 1
1966. 1 ch, 7.
rill. IOm
1966, 1 rb. 25
4h, IOm
1966. 1 rb. 27
1966. M v. 29
: I h, Om
1966, Apr. I.
3h, 22n,
1966, Apr. I.
311, 2911)
1966, Apr. 1,
Sh, 46m
hrivittrmng, near A;' 'an till,
Viol-t hoc in A11,t.trthu,
I I,,,hrv, rA)N of light. Irree rrrr
bn'ulenu,f,. lm atm4 hlue=.vhue
dt,k, d„uhlr ,mJec "1 .\n,t.utho,
I IJ,llc, to t,rnnal.tt
nrl}htenot y ill Av,larthuv
Culuranon in Anstarchu%
Rcddl,h-b1„wn spot in eaocrn fort
.A Plrto
Reddish -hr,w n +put on e.rst Iluur ul
Plitt , for lu it
A,th ► Net
Hallett
Astr,.S, I
A,trt ►Ne'
horru • hur • I
A,tn ►Net
Asn,-Net
A%truNrt
II
(l,,udcd out. Monitored nest 3 nl'lll,
let rrgwn, but nu t hanpi:% %cen.
911 parent cloud Lower.
Clouded out.
M,,nowrtng. not conhnned.
lull de>11Kht. 6 hr lira 1--4 phut,
cr.,ph, 11101 ,h ,Ned moll ,
unu%url.
M„nnunns. not sunitrn ed,
sb,nttotlnf. not tunitnncd.
l •n d not move felt ., •t,rin tune.
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iTable 2.- Lug 01'Corralitus Efforts to Confirm Reported LTP- Continued
Date Report Observer Corralitos
1966, Apr. 2, Anomalously bright peak lit Still daylight.
2311, 30ni Aristarchus
1966, Apr. 3, Anoinaluusly bright peak in Brown Still daylight.
23h, Om Aristarchus
1966, Apr. 12, Red flashes in Grimaldi Whippey Monitoring; not confirmed.
Ih,Sm
1966, Apr. 17 Cross Not in operation.
196 5 , Apr. 25 Flashes on Earth-lit portion Astro-Net Monitoring; out confirmed.
to 27
1966, Apr. 26 Brightening near Aristarchus Visual ob- Pound to be a small bright crater
server at which, due to image excursion,
Corralitos blended into surroundings most
Of the time. Stable seeing allowed
it to be resolved occasionally.
1906. Apr. 28 Red glows in Gassendi Smith Monitoring: not Confirmed.
1966, Apr. 30 io Rod glows and bright spots in Paterson, Monitoring: not confirmed.
May 2 Uassendi Brown, and
Sartory
1966, May I, Brightening, red spots northwest ut Paterson. Still daylight.	 6 hr IatCr took I ' h0t0-
22h, 10m Aristarchus Brown, and graphs of a bright ridge in the
Sartory right position which was also
brig ht in the lunar atlas under
similar lighting conditions.
1966, Map 3 Red glows in Gassendi Smith Monitoring; not confirmed.
1966, May 24 1 lashes and brightening% halfway Astro-Net Monitoring; not confirmed.
betwe-m Aristarchus and Grimaldi
and on limb south of Grimaldi
1966, May 27, Red patches in Alphumst.s Sartory and Still daylight.
21h, 10m Moore
1966. May 28 Red glow in Gassendi Smith Monitoring: not cont irmed.
1966, May 29 Red glow in Gassendi Smith Monitarin,_: not contirmed.
1966, May 30. Orange patch in Gassendi Sartory Still daylight.
2011, 5-1171
1966, June I, bright flashes of short duration and Bartlett Clouded out.
3h, 20m bluish color near Aristarchus
1966, June 2 BrL'%%lllIh-yellow spot on rim ul Jaeger Clouded out.
Aristarchus
1966..1title 3. Bright flashes near Aristarchus Astro-Net Clouded out.
6h, 10m
1966, June 26. 4880±50 A band seen in absorption II:trris and Clouded out.
4h, 31hn spectrum of central peak of Arnola
Aristarchus
1966, June 27 Coloration in Plato Hedley, Still daylight.
Robinson.
and Sartory
1966. J my 4, Granulation .old colurarton Ill Bartlett Monitoring. not confirmed.
6h, 25m Aristarchus
1966, July 10, Bright streak in'(riesnccker Allen Moniturutg: not confirmed.
2h. !Im
1466,Julp 29, Red	 pot in Aristarchus Simmons Clouded out,
3h, 40m
1966, July 30, Rcd color in Ario.	 hus, Ilerodows. Artiula and Clouded	 nit.
6h, 32m and Schroler's V,111ey Cross
6
0
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Date Report Observer Corralitus
1966. Aug. 4 to 5 Red c,)Ior in Corvan and Clouded out.
Moseley
1966, Aug. 27 Flashes near Alphonsus Astro-Net Monitoring; not confirmed.
1966, .Aug. 27 Changes in Ross B from hour to hour Astro-Net Found to be due to changing angle of
illumination of the craterlet.
1966. Aug. 28 Activity in Alphonsus Astro-Net Clouded out.
1966, Aug, 30, Brownish color in Aristarchus Bartlett Monitoring; not cunlumed.
5h, 17m
1966, Sept. I Flashes and brightenings in Aristarchus Astro-Net Monitor..,; not confimted.
1966. Sept. 2, Red patches in Gassendi Moore et aL Clouded out.
Oh, Om
1966, Sept. 2, Weak glows and trashes in Alphonsus Whippey Monitoring: not confirmed.
3h, 47m
1966, Sept. 3, Coloration in Gassendi Moseley Monitoring; not confirmed.
3h, 55m
1966, Sept. 23 Red patch in Gassendi Sartury Monitoring; not continned.
1966. Sept. 25, Red patches in Gassendi Moore and Still daylight.
311, 46m Moseley
1966, Sept. 25, Coloration in Plato Moseley Still daylight.
3h, 46m
1966, Sept. 25, Red patches in Gassendi Moore and Still daylight.
20h, 20m Moseley.
19(6, Sept. 25, Coloration in Plato Moseley Still daylight.
2311, 121n
1966, Oct. 25, Bright area near Ross D Cross Still daylight.
22h, 30m
1966, Oct. 26 to Violet hue in Aristarchus Gordon Still daylight.
27, 23h. 45m
to Oh, 30m
1966, Oct. 27. Red spot near Aristarchus Delano Monitoring: not cunf inned.
2h, 45m
1966, Oct. 29, Red spot in Copernicus Walker Still daylight.
011, 45m to
Ili, 30m
1966, Dec. 16. blue and red coloration in Aristarchus Farrant Still daylight.
22211. Om
1966, Dec. 22. Colorations in the floors of Messier Kelsey Clouded out.
6h, 15m and Pickering,
1966, Dec. 23. Streaks and sluts in Plato Kelsey Monitoring; not confirmed.
511,	 15n1 to
7h, 10m
1966, Dec. 27. Spots in Gassendi Kelsey Clouded out.
6h. 471n
1967. Jan	 lh Brightening in .Aristarchus Delano Monitoring; not confirmed.
to 19
1967. Jan. 21, Brightening near %% all in t;assendl Moore ct al. Still daylight.
20h, tlni
1967, Feb. 17. Brightening on the fluor of Alphonsus Moore and Still daylight.
17h, 47m fo Moseley
1811, 12m
1967, Feb. 19, Red color in Gassendi Muote and Still daylight.
20h, 30m to Mo.cicy
2011, 4nm
r
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Table 2.- Log of Cornilitos ff forts to Confirm Reported LTP Contintted
Date	 Report	 Observer	 Corrilitos
1967, l eb.	 19, Bright glotc in Alphonsus Moseley Still daylight
20h, 30m to
2111,	 1	 I nn
1967, Feb. 23 Bright flashes near Aristarchus Astro-Net Monitoring; not confirmed.
1967, Mar. 21, Bright Clashes near Aristarchus Astru-Net Monitoring; not cunfinned.
19h, 15nn to
21h, 20m
1967, Mar 22, Red color in Gassendi Moseley Clouded out,
19h, 40m
1967. Mar. 23, Brightening in Gassendi Sartory and Still daylight.
1811, 40m to Farrant
1811, 55m
1967, Mar. 23, Red color outside Nall of Cobrahead Moore, Still daylight.
19h, 45in Mowle%
and Farrant
1967, Mar. 23, Red glows in Aristarchus Moore et al. Still daylight.
19h, 45m to
19h, 55m
1967, Apr. 15. Aristarchus very bright Clasen Still daylight.
1911, 1511 to
21 h, Om
1967, Apr. 21, UV excess of Moon Corralitos Condition existed until Apr. 23,
2h, 30m to image- 1967.	 See detailed explanation
911, 30m orthicon in text.
11-0) %) :.term
1967, Apr. 2l, Brightening in Aristarchus; red Moore et al. Monitoring: not cunfinned.
1911, Ort to coloration on the Cobrahead
2111, 20m
1967, Apr. 22, Aristarchus visible to the naked eye Scli6bel and Still daylight.
2111, Oin Classen
1967. Apr. 22 Aristarchus visible to the naked eye Classen Monitoring; not cunfinned.
1967, May 20 Flongated spot in Gassendi Kelsey Still daylight.
1967, May 20, Red spots in Aristarchus Darnell Still daylight.
2011. IS in to
21h, 15rn
1967, %1,1r	 21, Red spot in Aristarchus Andersen Clouded out.
6h, 40nn to
7h, 25m
1967, 1 tine 16 Activity in I'lato Astro-Net Monitoring; not cant irmed.
1967. June 18, Red area outside Gassendi Whippey Still daylight.
21 h to 24h
1967, Aug. 13, Glow in Alpnunsus Iloruwitz Clouded out.
21h, Om
1967, Sept.	 1 1. Black cloud i n Marc Tranyuillitatis Montreal Still daylight.
oh, 321n to group
Oh. 45in
1967, Sept.	 1 1, Y,llow flash in Sabine Ieans Clouded out.
Oh, 45in
1967, Sett.	 1 1. Bright crater rim in Copernicus I Cans Clouded out.
2011, 3211 to
20h, 40m
1967, Sept. 16, Red color in Aristarchus Delano and Still dayltrht.
23h,50itto Seh"r
23h, 55m
14
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Date Report Observer Corralitos
1967, Sept. 17. Red color in Aristarchu. Delano %Ionhuring: not confirmed.
211, 51n to
2h. 21m
1967, Oct. 10, Bright moving spot near Russ D Ilarris Murmuring: not cunfimled.
2h, 15n1
1967, Oct. 13. Plashes on the terminator 1lenshaw 'Nanituring^ not confirmed.
19h, Pin
1967, Oct. 19. Anomalous brightening uC Kepler Harris Monitoring: not confinned.
5h, Om wrth respect to Aristarchus
1967, Nov. 15. Brightening and red color in Gross, Munitorine: not cunfimled.
5h, 40m Arisurcllu, (Harris spectra Tombaugh.
showed nothing unusual) and Ilarris
1967, Dec. 13. Red and violet colors in Aristarchus Jean Still dayli ght.	 Nothing unusual
2111. 40m observed later that night.
1967, Dec. 18. Violet color on limb Coallick Snow made system nonoperational.
3h, 31 n1 n.
4h, 7n1
1968. Jan. 8, Blue-violet color in Tycho Jean Snow made system nonoperational.
1611, 30m to
16h, 5001
1968, Jan. 13. Blue-v;olet color on hinh and III Monitoring: not confirmed.
Ih. 0111 to IIC;11dutus and Tycho
811,0111
1968, Mar. 14, Bright areas near Copernicus 011varez et .d. Monitoring: not confirmed.
Ih. 321n to
2h, 61n
1968. Apr. I I . Blue and red coloration in Aristarchus I arrant Still daylight.
2211. Otn
1968, July 18, Red glow and ubscuration in `Inure et al. Clouded out.
(111. 50111 to Arislarchu9
I h. 30m
1968, Dec. 4. Aristarchus and Plato, anomalously Dall'Ara Lquipment failure prevented
19h, Om lo bright and red observations,
20h. 15n1
1968. Dec. 7 Bluing around Aristarchus Corralitos See detailed explanation in text.
1-0 system
1968, Dec. 23, Brightening in Aristarchus 11.1rris Moon net ub.erved.
2h, 30m
1969, Jan. 4 Bluing around Aristarchus Corralitos See detailed explanation in test.
W system.
Smith and
Thomas
1969, Apr. I. Spectrum of red spot in Aristarchu s Kozyrev Moon not up ;.t. later, through
IBh, 35m observed; Cz and N Z identit led. .lauds, Amtarcbus seemed bluer
but could be the result ul the
clouds, Nc\t nigh; Aoudy,
although Moon seemed ti!:ic
1 :I:;ou^11 .l-uds.
1969, May 3 Bluing around Ari wrchus Curralir.•:. Visible on nwimor but immeasurableI
1 .0 %v%tCIII, ate photog raphs,	 See detailed
Sim lh and C\p1,111,(tlan in test.
(,,l ^ l l y ,l ll
a
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1969. May 20, Brightening and pulsations in Cross ;Noon nea,ly on the horiion:
4h, 27m Aristarchus tracking Apollo Ill at the time.
1969,1 Line 30 Bluing around Aristarchus Corralilus Visible on monitor but immeasurable
to July 2 1-0 system, on photographs.	 See detailed
Altizer and explanation in text.
Abrabanel
1970, Jan. 23 Bluing around Aristarchus Corralitos Visible on monitor but not photo-
to 25 1-0 system, craphable due to clouds.
Rogers and
Thomas
1970, Feb. 22 Bluing around Aristarchus Corralitos Visible on monitor but not photo-
to 24 1-0 system, graphuble due to clouds.
Thomas and
Slump
1970, Aug. 13 Brightening in Lassell Astro-Net Monitoring: not confirmed.
1970, Au g . 14 Brightening in Lassell Astro-Net Monitoring: not confirmed.
1970, Aug. 17 Unusual activity in Fra Mauro re g ion. Astro-Net monitoring:., .t conf inned.
I
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Appendix A
THE CORRALITOS OBSERVATORY NONLUNAR SURVEILLANCE PROGRAMS	
—,
I
r
OBSERVATIONS OF
NASA-SPONSORED PROJECTS
In conjunction with the primary lunar transient
phenomena program, it seemed appropriate to use the
facilities of the Curralitus Observatory when the
Moon was not available fur observations in support of
other NASA programs, for example. the barium cloud
experiments, the Apollo capsules. and space dumps.
The first attempted observation of any NASA-
Iaula,:Iled space vehicle by the Conalitos Observatory
was made quite early in the program. On June 2,
1966, the area of the Surveyor I lunar landing site
was observed. The area of the intended landing site
had been observed on several nights prior to the
landing as well as the time of and after the landing.
No albedo or other surface changes resulting from the
firing ill' the lunar vehicle retrorockets could he
detected with the clectro-optical system. The resolu-
tion of phulogi.iphs taken at that time was standard,
with a resolution of between I and 2 aresec.
The tracking abilities of the orthicon system were
amply dennmstrated in late December 1968 when the
Curralitus staff tracked the Apollo 8 capsule un each
of the first three nights aftei launch. On the first
night, the detached carrier ro ,.ket and several inde-
pendent and associated parts were visible. On a Iew
frames of the record photographs, up to five separate
Apollo 8 injects are visible. The integration times,
even when. Apollo 8 was approaching the Moon on
the third night after launch, were on the order of I s.
During the Apollo 10 mission the Curralitus
program was linked with the CBS news network. The
Apollo 10 capsule was observed oil the first night
after brunch hill later attempts to detect it in lunar
orhtt were unsucCCSSIuI. Some 300 photographs of
the capsule were obtained on May 25, 1969, on its
return flight.
Weather hindered atleutpts to track Apollo II
althuuglt the command module was tracked July 23,
1969, on the first night of its return trip.
The Apollo 12 mission was fully covered on every
night that weather permitted. On the first night, the
S1VB (third stage engine), and the jettisoned
Conun:old and service module and lunar module (CSM
and LM), spacecraft lunar Module adapter (SLA)
panels were photographed, sometimes with all four
objects appearing on the same record frame. I he
capsule was followed on the second and third nights
as it approached the Moon. On Novemhet 15. 1969,
when the spacecraft was about 1 10 000 kill from
Earth, the Apollo 12 water dump was successfully
photographed and the expansion ill the water Cloud
was Clearl y app:nenl. A full report of this is available
in a Bellconun. Inc., report I Buffalono, 1970). 'Three
of the Curralitus photographs of the water dump
were published in SkY unc! Tclescope ( 1970).
Curralitus also surpassed the Soviet Union's claim of
setting a distance record in photographing a space
Ilight. Soviet scientists announced. in Oetoher 1969,
that they had successfully photographed the
SpaceCrafl Zond h at the distance ill _'IhOW miles
from Earth, However. in tracking Apollo 12, the
Curralitus Observatory was able to photograph the
capsule at i distance of 21 9 400 miles from Faith
During, the Apollo I.• Launch period. one of the
telescopes again was employed to follow the capsule
on its journey to the Muun. On the second night after
launch the explosion „fan oxygen tank was observed
when the Curralitus observers noted an unusual
Ixighteuing of the capsule. Photograph, were taken
immediately, the first photograph just 7.8 s aura the
explosion. Numerous photographs were taken subse-
quently, and when the nature of the emergency
became known, the films were dispatched to Houston
for study.
Routine backup to other flight observations was
Cuntinurd with the lamwh of Apollo 14 in January
17
^•J
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1Figure A-1. water-dump, Apollo 14 cap+ule. SB4, and four associated SLA panels with the ortluconsystem.
1971. The capsule and associated SLA panels were
observed on the first night after launch and the
capsule was observed on the next two nights until its
close approach to the Moon, where scattered light
front
	 lunar surface made observations impossible.
Separation of the spacecraft capsule front SIV13
rocket engine was easily observable. A photograph of
the Apollo 14 capsule and live associated objects
appears in figure A-1 .
INDEPENDENT PROGRAMS
Other programs were undertaken when the Motm
was no l. visible, weather permitting. The most impor-
tant of these was the real-time search for supernovae.
Both the 24- and 16-in. Cassegrainian telescopes at
Corralitos were equipped for a real-time search for
supernovae using image orthicon ick:hniques. The
National Science Foundation provided funding for
personnel and for the senllatltuinatton ul the 24-in.
telescupe, whose motions were cuntrc. 'ed by a
PDP-HJS computer. The 16-in. telescope was renwlely
controlled manually. Detection of a supernova was a
relatively simple matter. It is well known drat at
nlaxinrtun a supernova eruption can attain a brilliance
rivaling that of the total integrated light of the parent
galaxy. Therefore, resolutwn of the supernova front
the nucleus was generally possible, since supernovae
are eery frequently observed in the outlying regions
of a galaxy.
The technique of searching involved direct visual
comparision of the storage full • readout screen with
master photographs. In rich galaxy cluster regions,
photographs were i.iken of the screen and later
compared with neuter photographs to insure a
complete study of the region down to a gunning
magnitude of 18. Concerning the ultimate limiting
magnitude of the present Corralitos sys!em, by using
a combination of storage and multiexpusure tech-
niques, it was possible to reach the limit )I the
Palomar Sk_t' Atlas in a total integration tin ge of less
than 10 s. Typical integration tines used in the
srrpcntova search were 2 to 3 s. An added Ieature of
the program was the technique of electronically
suppressing the apparent nebulosity of the galaxy,
thus enhancing the detected stellar images within the
field.
First lunding of this project occurred oil 	 I,
1967. Actual observations were carried uut from
September 7, 1967, to MarLh 14, 1972. The program
comprised the repetitive observations of some 1300
f
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galaxies when available. During the entire period of
the search. 10 supernovae were discovered, one of
these being an independent co-discovery. Photographs
of one of the Corralitus discoveries are shown in
figures A-'_ and A-3. The supernovae discovered at the
Corralitus Observatory are detailed in table A-I.
In connection with this program, a unique auxil-
iary I hutonlultiplier-photometer which used the
image orthicon readout as its finding field was
developed. For the photometry of individual objects,
a small pickoff mirror was placed off to one side but
immediately in front of the photocathode of the
image orthicon. Using the entire field presented un
the cathode ray tube, the observer identified the
object to be examined and occulted the target object
by the shadow of the small mirror that appeared un
the screen as a black spot. When so occulted, the light
of the target object was deflected into a standard
phutunlultiplier pulse-counting device equipped with
UBV filters and the result was digitally displayed on
the control panel. The greatest advantage of this
photometric procedure for individual objects is that
the entire field of tire orthicon was used as a finder
field and positive identi!icatiun could be made with
ease. Finall y . the obse vations themselves were made
in the comfort of the control room, a circumstance
which added greatly to procedural efficiency. Olhci
uses of this photometer (e.g.. photometry of' plane-
tary details, asteroids, and stellar fields and point-by-
point photometry of extended objects), immediately
suggest themselves.
After termination of the Apollo program, other
projects of inherent interest to NASA were under-
taken. Most of these were concerned with possible
new applications of the intage orthicon in astronomy.
This Included an investigation of short-integration
lino planetary surface image orthienn photography.
During the lunar surveillance program, control obser-
vations in the dil eient colors had shown that the
syslenl was capable ul detecting relatively minor
color changes. Simple eyepiece projection from the
24-in. telescope permitted high resolution strtdies of
planetary details suc11 as thus illustrated ill figures
A4 and A-5. It should he noted that these observa-
tions were made several months after the oppositions
of Jupitet and Saturn, the pl;lncts of primary interest.
As of June 1972, a puller for aCtIV31111g the
photocathode of 111e image orthicon fur intervals
ranging from the normal late of I I30m of a seLona to
5 nts was constructed at the Dearborn Observatory
for use at Corralitus. Practically, this meant that
integration times much shorter than ordinarily possi-
ble with the intage orthicon could be used to observe
very-short-tern variations in astronomical objects or
to freeze instants of good seeing. Accordingly, obser-
vations of' the optical variations of the Crab Nebula
pulsar were undertaken and the variations were
indeed observed quite readily. However, the system
was designed for observations of- this particular
pulsar, and the lack of funds did not permit develop-
ment of crystal-controlled oscillation, hence limiting
the system's usefulness for other applications.
The usefulness of the image orthicon in "non-
objective" spectroscopy was investigated. Fxperinlen-
tation initially was with a 10-in. objective prism
attached to the I _'-in. telescope, and acceptable
spectra of bright stars were obtained by a single
trailing of the image for a few seconds across the
photocathode. Recently, a small transmission grating
has been placed in the converging heatni of the 24-in.
telescope. just a few inches from the cathode u1' the
image orthicon. Figure A-6 slimvs the result,,, attain-
able for an emission line object such as a planetary
nehula. This mL thud of spectroscopy is probably most
valuable for the detection of emission line objects and
fur those astnnurrtucal oh;ects whose iadi.ltion is
concentrated in narrow wavelength regions. Image-
orthicon nun-objective spectroscopy could be used
for the detection and study of short-terns variations
in quasars, compact galaxies, arid peculiar and flare
stars, where speed ol' detection is essential.
An investigation of the detection and possible
positional accuracy measures of faint and rapidly
moving asteroids was also undertaken. Once detected,
photometric treasures of these objects were readily
found by means of the photometer described to the
discussion of the supernova search. Positional meas-
ures were rendered practical since integration times
of even faint and rapidk moving asteroids were so
short with the Image orthicon that motion was not
visible and the stars and asteroid appeared as point
sources. Aslronletric n1e.Mires of the positions of
asteroids taken from photographs of the image
orthicon monitor screen compared quite favorably
With :hose obtained by conventional phutograpWc
means. p.utt,ularl y if the comparison stars measured
wen: at the undistorted centet of the screen.
file apparition of Comet Kohuutek u1 late 1973
a , id early 1974 Was given special attentlow Ire view of
ale great expectations concerning this comet, the
r
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Table A-1. .Supt-movar Disc •cool al llic Corralilos 01mer van)n•
Galaxy Date Magnitude
Magnitude
of
galaxy°
Off ct (limn
nulleut
Revised
galactic
clawfican"tll,
IAU
announcement
lard
NGC 6946 Feb. 6, 1968 15.4 11.1 45" I • , 20" N S (RS) 2057
NGC 4183 Oct. 29, 1968 14.5 12.6 20" W, 95" N Sa 2109
NGC 1058 e 1). c. 2, 1969 13.5 12.7 190" E. 125" S Sa 2195
I(' 3476 Feb. 26, 1970 14.2 13.7 S
NGC 3904 Jan. 31, 1971 15.3 11.9 167" W, 60" S 1 2305
Anonymous Feb. 22, 1971 19.5 16" W 5" N S 2309
NGC 5861 Feb. 24, 1971 15.5 12.4 33" I , :" N sib 2309
NGC 5055 May 24, 1971 1 1.8 10.5 2" W, 147" S Sa 2330
NGC 6384 June 24, 1971 13.0 12.7 27" l., 20" N Sa 2336
N(;(' 3147 Jan.	 III,	 1972 15.5 11.9 335" W, 120" N Sa 23111
lAU = International Astronomical Umon; NGC = Ntty (;vneral Catalog; IC = lndc.r Catalog.
°Apparent photographic magnitude taken from the Reference Catalog of Bright Galaxies (dc Vaucoulcurs. 1864).
bTaken from the Reference Catalog of Bright Galaxies (de Vaucouleurs, 1864).
c lndependent co-discovery.
M
—. n
Corralitos Observatory had planned to study very-
short-teen ta;l structure variations, but when the
comet did not become as bright as had been
optimistically predicted, observing plans were
changed somewhat. 'rile observatory staff obtained
many linage orthicon observations oil cannel
nightly in January 1974. A typical observation is
shuwn ill figure A-7. It should be noted !hat fu1 this
photograph a 54n. objective lens was mounted ill
connection with the image orthicon in the 24-m.
telescope to Increase the held covered. I ven so, only
part of the comet appears in the photograph as the
tail extended a great distance. Figure A-8 illustrates a
unique view of the comet against the horizon lights of
Deming. N. Mex.. some 50 miles to the west of the
Obscrvalory. A photograph of this sort would be
impossible by any mans except air orthicon
system. It was demonstrated that the image orthicon
is useful inn cometary applications.
Under the sponsorship of the Air Force, a project
was undertaken to prove the validity of " the image
orthicon as a photometric device of acceptable
accuracy. Using the image orthicon electro-optical
system. attached to the 24-in. telescope and cooled t,1
IU°C. the galactic star cluster NGC 1815 wasexamuned
in the range 9.0 to 19.0 visual magnitude. 1 be
readout oil monitor screen was photographed
with a Ilasselblad camera, and the diameters of the
resulting stellar images were measured. In tills appllca
tion it was found that the linear diameter of the
images is directly proportional to the magnitude of
the object in Integrated light over a range of some
nine magnitudes (representing a brightness range of -
over 4000). Acceptable accuracies of 5 percent are
attainable. which is essentially the same as those given
by photographic photometry. 7 he method call
used fur calibration of fainter stars, of as yet
undetermined magnitudes, in terms of brighter
known objects and promises to be extremely valuable
since accurate magnitude determinations fur stars as
taint as the 17111 and l8th magnitudes are available
fur very few stars. A separate report will be issued
soon concerning this project.
Finally, the application of the image orthicon in
unusual tracking and detection situatioals is illusltated
by figure A-9, which shows two unidentified synchro-
nous satellites, which appear as polrlt sources while
tilt' stars are visible as flails. Obtarr,.og a photograph
of appoa\uualeJN r 161ll-magnitude objects such as
these would he dlltirutt Indeed M11111ut an Orthicon-
based system.
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